Abstract. With the development of social media, people like to express their views on the Web. Because people express their views casually, which makes the opinion text contain a lot of uncertain and unstructured contents, and it is difficult to cluster the text by normal classification methods. An algorithm of opinion text clustering based on fuzzy set is proposed, which adopts the key words as classifying attributes and calculate the membership degree by fuzzy function, thus can deal with the uncertain and unstructured contents well. Also the algorithm proposed can improve the time and space efficiency, and increase the robustness compared with other classification algorithms.
Introduction
Most web opinions are expressed in the form of text, which contain a lot of uncertain contents, and fuzzy set can deal with those data more efficiently [1] . To mine classification information from the text, it is important to cluster opinion texts and get the classification knowledge. The text clustering analysis should divide the text corpus into some clusters and the likeness degree of texts in one cluster is to be requested similar as possible, on the contrary, the likeness degree of text in different clusters is to be requested distinct as possible, which can discover the whole distribute characteristics of the corpus [2] . Unlike the normal classification clustering analysis doesn't define classification topics in advance [3] . We can make use of text clustering to divide the opinion texts into some clusters, and the users can pay more attention to those related clusters, that should decrease the browsing quantity greatly. Considering the uncertain contents and unstructured of the opinion text an algorithm of opinion text clustering is proposed based on fuzzy set in this paper [4] .
Text Clustering algorithm
The attribute words and phrases of the text can be provided according to the concerning area by users. The frequency of these keywords and phrases is the basis of text clustering analysis. When the frequency of a certain keyword or phrase is high, the attribute value that belongs to the text is high also, so make use of the attributes we can depict the characteristic of the text [5] . During the period of the text clustering, keywords can be divided into different grade. We can establish different power parameter for the different grade keyword, and the attribute data should be changed into the decimal value smaller or equal to 1 for the next step of fuzzy clustering [6] . Definition 1. Given a fuzzy set A in domain U, A can be described by membership function
is the membership degree of u to set A.
(1) Set the membership function shown in (1), where, x is the frequency of attribute word, σ is variance of x, a is the frequency threshold. By the membership function, we can get the attributes membership of all text, and the membership value is less than 1 [7] . 
(2) Set up the fuzzy similarity relation matrix R. Element r ij of R is calculated by Euclidean distance formula shown in (2), the order of R matrix is |U|, where, m is the number of attributes. 
Example Analysis
We give the original data and analyze the text clustering process by example. According to the keyword frequency the attribution degree to the keywords can be calculated by membership function, and the next clustering is carried out based on the attribution degree. Give an original data The pretreatment table data can be derived by membership function, such as Table 2 .The attribute value has been changed to the value smaller or equal to 1, and the value reflects the dependency to the keyword attribute. The element value in fuzzy similar matrix R can be calculated by Euclidean length formulae shown in (2) , and the matrix R is shown in Table 3 . 
Summary
Recently text mining is an important research area in information technology. In web opinion texts, some data is certain, also exists a lot of uncertain data. Applying fuzzy algorithm can improve the ability to deal with these uncertain data, and also increase the robust of algorithm. Because the amount of opinion text is very big, the algorithm considers the time and space efficiency, and uses the key attributes to decrease the data dimension. The next work we look forward to finding more effective attributes to get more accuracy clustering analysis of opinion texts.
